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SPECPOL
Outstanding goes to Belize
Honorable goes to Lebanon & Turkmenistan
Verbal goes to France & Brazil

SOCHUM
Outstanding goes to Brazil
Honorable goes to Russia
Verbal goes to Syria, the Congo, and Argentina

UNDP
Outstanding goes to Norway
Honorable goes to South Korea & Russia
Verbal goes to Somalia, Iceland, and Georgia

House of Commons
Outstanding goes to Christopher Hely-Hutchinson
Honorable goes to William Johnstone Hope
Verbal goes to William Beckford and Lord Charles Somerset

Constitutional Convention
Outstanding goes to Roger Sherman
Honorable goes to George Mason
Verbal goes to Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer

Afghanistan, 1963
Outstanding goes to Dr Mohammad Yousuf
Honorable goes to Aakrama Jahani
Verbal goes to Shavkat Dostum
The Kingdom of Hejaz

Outstanding goes to Nawfal al-Nashra - Mayor of Medina
Honorable goes to Naji al-Bariq - Mayor of Mecca
Verbal goes to Farid bin Adeeb, Mayor of Jeddah & Maryam umm Eliana, Minister of Justice

General Motors Board of Directors:
Outstanding goes to Angelo Melanio
Honorable goes to DW Glass
Verbal goes to Evan Haynie

NAWSA
Outstanding goes to Carrie Chapman Catt
Honorable goes to Matilda Joslyn Gage and Mary Jane Coggeshall
Verbal goes to Anna E. Dickinson and Anna Howard Shaw

Roman Republic
Outstanding goes to Giuseppe Garibaldi
Honorable goes to Ugo Bassi & Luigi Carlo Farini
Verbal goes to Luigi Brunetti and Isacco Pesaro Maurogonato

Timor L’Este
Outstanding goes to Maria Alkatiri
Honorable goes to Aicha Guterres
Verbal goes to Carlos dos Reis Lobato & Marí de Lourdes Martins

In the Experimental Committee
Outstanding goes to the Administrator of the Small Business Association
Honorable goes to the Secretary of State
Verbal goes to the Secretary of the Interior

Ad-Hoc Committee of the Secretary General
Outstanding goes to Emma Nawahi
Honorable goes to Kamuela Parker
Verbal goes to Kapi’olani